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Introduction 

This analysis is being circulated for comment as part of the CSIS 

“Saudi Arabia Enters the 21st Century Project.” It will be 

extensively revised before final publication. 

Those interested in commenting, or in participating in the project, 

should contact Anthony H. Cordesman at the address shown on the 

cover sheet at Acordesman@aol.com. 

This draft is copyright.  It may be referenced, or quoted at lengths 

of less than one page, with proper attribution to the author and 

CSIS, and to the fact it is a draft document. 

Copyright Anthony H. Cordesman, all rights reserved. 
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The CSIS “Saudi Arabia Enters the 21st 

Century Project” 

The CSIS is undertaking a new project to examine the trends shaping the future of Saudi Arabia 
and its impact on the stability of the Gulf. This project is supported by the Smith Richardson 
Foundation and builds on the work done for the CSIS Strategic Energy Initiative, the CSIS Net 
Assessment of the Middle East, and the Gulf in Transition Project. It is being conducted in 
conjunction with a separate – but closely related – study called the Middle East Energy and 
Security Project.  

The project is being conducted by Anthony H. Cordesman, the Arleigh A. Burke Chair in 
Strategy. It uses a net assessment approach that looks at all of the major factors affecting Saudi 
Arabia’s strategic, political, economic, and military position and future implications of current 
trends. It is examining the internal stability and security of Saudi Arabia, social and demographic 
trends, and the problem of Islamic extremism. It also examines the changes taking place in the 
Saudi economy and petroleum industries, the problems of Saudisation, changes in export and 
trade patterns, and Saudi Arabia’s new emphasis on foreign investment.  

The assessment of Saudi Arabia’s strategic position includes a full-scale analysis of Saudi 
military forces, defense expenditures, arms imports, military modernization, readiness, and war 
fighting capability. It also, however, looks beyond the military dimension and a narrowly 
definition of political stability, and examine the implications of the shifts in the pattern of Gulf, 
changes in Saudi external relations such changes in Saudi policy towards Iran and Iraq. It 
examines the cooperation and tensions between Saudi Arabia and the other Southern Gulf states. 
It examines the implications of the conventional military build-up and creeping proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction in the Gulf, the resulting changes in Saudi Arabia’s security 
position. It also examines the security and strategic implications of the steady expansion of Saudi 
Arabia’s oil, gas, and petrochemical exports. 

This project is examining the succession in the Royal Family, the immediate political 
probabilities, and the generational changes that are occurring in the royal family and Saudi 
Arabia’s technocrats. At the same time, it examines the future political, economic, and social 
trends in Saudi Arabia, and possible strategic futures for Saudi Arabia through the year 2010.  

This examination of the strategic future of Saudi Arabia includes Saudi Arabia’s possible 
evolution in the face of different internal and external factors -- including changes in foreign and 
trade policies towards Saudi Arabia by the West, Japan, and the Gulf states.  Key issues affecting 
Saudi Arabia’s future, including its economic development, relations with other states in the 
region, energy production and policies, and security relations with other states will be examined 
as well. 

A central focus of this project is to examine the implications of change within Saudi Arabia, their 
probable mid and long-term impacts, and the most likely changes in the nature or behavior of 

Copyright Anthony H. Cordesman, all rights reserved. 
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Saudi Arabia’s current ruling elite, and to project the possible implications for both Gulf stability 
and the US position in the Gulf. 

Work on the project will focus on the steady development of working documents that will be 
revised steadily during the coming months on the basis on outside comment. As a result, all of 
the material provided in this section of the CSIS web page should be regarded as working 
material that will change according to the comments received from policymakers and outside 
experts. To comment, provide suggestions, or provide corrections, please contact Anthony H. 
Cordesman at the CSIS at the address shown on each report, or e-mail him at 
Acordesman@aol.com.   

Related material can be found in the “Gulf and Transition” and “ Middle East Energy and 
Security” sections of the CSIS Web Page at CSIS.ORG. 
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I. Saudi Strategic Challenges  
 Saudi Arabia faces many security challenges, including major strategic challenges from 

Iran and Iraq. While Iran has a divided government with important elements of political 

moderation, it is still a major proliferator, continues to build up its capability to threaten Gulf 

shipping, and may well have played a role in the bombing of the United States’ Air Force 

barracks in Al Khobar. It is also far too soon to know whether Iran will be a true moderate state 

or will seek to become the kind of military power than can intimidate or dominate its neighbors. 

Iraq remains a major conventional military threat to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, and is covertly 

building-up its capability to use weapons of mass destruction. If Saddam Hussein continues to 

survive, and sanctions weaken, Iraq is certain to rearm and acquire significant stock of chemical, 

biological, and possibly nuclear weapons. If the US and Britain remove Saddam from power, 

Saudi Arabia could face years of instability until (and if) Iraq emerges as a stable and moderate 

state. 

Saudi Arabia faces challenges from its allies as well as its potential enemies. It must 

forge a better approach to collective security with its Gulf allies, and create more stable long-

term security arrangements with the US and the West. The Southern Gulf has made slow 

progress towards creating a serious collective defense capability. More important, Saudi Arabia’s 

security ties to the US present growing problems due to the backlash from the fact so many 

Saudis participated in the Al Qaida attacks on the US on September 11, 2001, the tensions that 

have grown out of the Second Intifada and near-breakdown in the Arab-Israeli peace process, 

and the problems created by Islamic extremism in Saudi Arabia. 

 Finally Saudi Arabia serious faces challenges in transforming and modernizing its 

military and internal security forces. It has made significant progress in developing its military 

forces, but progress has slowed badly since the ned of the Gulf War in 1991 and there are still 

serious weaknesses in each of its military services. It faces major obstacles in encouraging its 

military to spend more effectively. It needs to restructure its force development plans, limit its 

modernization spending, and fund training and sustainment on a much sounder basis.  

The Saudi military badly needs a new kind of leadership, and one that focuses on military 

effectiveness and not major arms buys, or force expansion. Since the mid-1990s, Saudi Arabia It 
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has failed to spend the money necessary to sustain its readiness and training capabilities. It has 

not managed its equipment purchases well, and has sometimes overspent on the wrong 

equipment. When it has made the right equipment purchases, it has often failed to support some 

with adequate manpower management, operations and maintenance, training, and sustainability. 

It has failed to give its forces effective capability and interoperability for joint action with 

Kuwait in defending against Iraq and to redeploy and concentrate truly combat-capable Saudi 

land forces to defend the Kingdom’s northern border.  

 None of the strategic challenges Saudi Arabia faces seriously threaten the Kingdom’s 

security as long as relations with Iran continue to improve, Iraq stays weak, and the US 

maintains a strong military presence in the region. All of Saudi Arabia’s current military 

problems can be corrected by focusing on the proper strategic priorities, and by giving higher 

priority to manpower management, and funding operations, maintenance, and sustainability. In 

fact, most can be solved by changing the focus of the Kingdom’s military development from 

“buy, buy, and buy “to” train, maintain, and sustain.” Saudi Arabia could accomplish even more 

by focusing its current manpower, equipment, and support resources on high priority missions. 

Such “mission-oriented planning” would improve the Kingdom’s overall military effectiveness, 

and reduce the strain that military spending is putting on the Saudi budget and economy.  

Key Potential Threats 
 The main strategic challenges Saudi Arabia faces are the need to plan for its forces to 

deal with its two major threats in the Northern Gulf, plus a residual threat in the south from 

Yemen. In addition, the Kingdom must defend the security of its imports and exports, and find 

ways to help ensure the security of its Southern Gulf neighbors.  Bahrain and Kuwait are both 

particularly vulnerable and critical allies in shielding the Kingdom’s territory and critical oil 

facilitation from any attack by Iran or Iraq. 

 The balance of military forces in the region does not favor Saudi Arabia, unless it has the 

aid of the US and its Southern Gulf allies. Table 1.1 provides a brief overview of Saudi Arabia’s 

strategic position relative to other Gulf states, and Table 1.2 provides a detailed picture of its 

force strength in comparison with that of each of its neighbors. It is clear from the data in both of 

these tables that Saudi Arabia is a major military power by Gulf standards and that Saudi forces 
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make up a great deal of the total military strength of the Gulf Cooperation Council. At the same 

time, it is clear that Saudi Arabia cannot hope to match the total force strength of Iran or Iraq. 

The Challenge from Iran and Iraq  

 Iran and Iraq are two very different powers, with different political systems and 

objectives, different geographic positions, and different military force structures. Iran is currently 

by far the less threatening power, but it still poses a threat to the Kingdom and could still become 

the greater threat over time.  Iraq is a more immediate threat and the one that Saudi forces must 

plan to defend against most urgently. Both Iran and Iraq, however, are major proliferators and 

Saudi Arabia must deal with the threat of weapons of mass destruction as well as the threat of 

conventional attacks and asymmetric warfare. 

The Military Threat from Iran 

In the case of Iran, Saudi Arabia has chosen to improve relations and create a tacit 

strategic partnership in “checking” Iraq. Iran, however, is developing long-range missile forces, 

has chemical and probably biological weapons, and is seeking nuclear weapons. It has developed 

a carefully tailored mix of naval, air, submarine, mine, anti-ship missile, and Revolutionary 

Guard forces in the lower Gulf, with bases near the main shipping channels. This gives Iran the 

ability to threaten traffic through the Strait of Hormuz.  

Iran’s Conventional Forces 

US experts in Washington feel that the regular Iranian land forces have around 175,000-

180,000 men, the air and air defense forces have 30-35,000, and the Navy has around 18,000. 

They estimate that the Revolutionary Guards have around 120,000 men with a naval branch of 

18,000-20,000. Iran also has around 300,000 men in various militia, paramilitary, and national 

police forces. The US Central Command (USCENTCOM) provides somewhat different figures. 

The regular army is estimated to have around 300,000 actives. The Revolutionary Guards have a 

total strength of around 170,000. The Air Force and Air Defense Force are estimated to have 

35,500, and the Navy to have 18,000. This gives Iran’s land forces a total strength of 470,000 

actives. 
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 The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) estimates that Iran’s military forces 

total 513,000 actives in 2002, with approximately 220,000 conscripts.  The regular army has 

about 325,000 actives, including 220,000 conscripts. The Revolutionary Guards have a total 

strength of around 125,000, roughly 100,000 of which are assigned to the land branch. The 

Iranian Air Force and Air Defense Force have around 45,000, and the IISS reports strength of the 

air branch of the Revolutionary Guards as part of the land branch, but they may have up to 5,000 

men. The regular Iranian Navy is estimated to have 18,000-20,600 men, and the Iranian Naval 

Guards total an additional 20,000 (including 2,000 in IRGC naval air and marine forces). The 

IISS also estimates that Iran has roughly 200,000 personnel assigned to the Basij (Population 

Mobilization Army), with about 90,000 full time actives. The law-enforcement forces include a 

total of around 150,000, with more than 40,000 paramilitary Gendarmerie and border guards.1 

The Iranian army and IRGC have a total of around 450,000 men – including roughly 

125,000 Revolutionary Guards, and an inventory of some 1,135 main battle tanks, 1,200 other 

armored vehicles, and 1,950 towed, 290 self-propelled, and 665+ MRL major artillery weapons. 

The army has large numbers of mortars, 1,700 AA guns, and AT-3, AT-5, and TOW anti-tank 

guided weapons.  It has UAVs, 100 AH-1J attack helicopters, and over 400 utility and lift 

helicopters; the readiness of these aircraft, however, is low.2 

Iran’s 45,000-man air force has over 280 combat aircraft with potential operational status. 

It has about 150 aging and worn US fighters, which include 66 F-4D/E and 25 F-14A/B that are 

about 60% serviceable. It has 24 Su-24 and 30 MiG-29 Soviet-made fighters and Chinese F-7Ms. 

These are believed to be about 80% serviceable. It has 14 RF-4E reconnaissance aircraft, and 5 

P-3F and 5 C-130H-MR maritime reconnaissance aircraft. It has significant transport aircraft and 

limited tanker capability. Its land-based surface-to-air missile defenses are an awkward blend of 

US-made sensors and 100 IHawk missile launchers and Russian/Chinese-made sensors, and 10 

SA-5, 45 HQ-21, 30 Rapier, 15 Tigercat, and an unknown number of FM-80 missile launchers. 

Unlike Iraq, Iran has significant naval forces, with 18,000 regulars and 20,000 naval 

guards. Over the last decade, it has made major improvements in its ability to threaten maritime 

traffic through the Gulf, and its ability to conduct unconventional warfare. It has five 

submarines, 3 aging missile frigates, and 2 aging corvettes. Additionally, it has 10 Kaman 
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missile patrol boats, and 10 Houdong missile patrol boats, most of which are equipped with C-

802 anti-ship missiles. Other Iranian naval assets include two minelayers and five mine 

countermeasure vessels, as well as large stocks of mines. It has anti-submarine warfare (ASW) 

and mine warfare helicopters, and large stocks of land-based anti-ship missiles, including 

Silkworms. Further, the Iranian air force can deliver C-801 anti-ship missiles. 

Iran is seeking to acquire modern Soviet combat aircraft and modern surface-to-air 

missiles, like the Russian S-300 series. It has 120 export versions of the T-72 and 440 BMPs, and 

is seeking to import or produce more modern armor, however, Iran has not been able to offset the 

obsolescence and wear of its overall inventory of armor, ships, and aircraft. Additionally, Iran 

has not been able to modernize key aspects of its military capabilities, such as airborne sensors 

and C4I/BM, electronic warfare, land-based air defense integration, beyond-visual-range air-to-

air combat, night warfare capabilities, stand-off attack capability, armored sensors and fire 

control systems, artillery mobility and battle management, combat ship systems integration, etc. 

Even without such modernization, Iran has substantial conventional forces, but Iran 

cannot project power against Saudi Arabia by land unless it can cross Iraq. Today, this seems to 

be a virtually impossible contingency. Iran and Iraq remain hostile and deploy much of their total 

force strength along their mutual border. Iran is not organized to support and sustain land force 

maneuvers at any distance from Iran’s major bases, and lacks the artillery mobility and overall 

armored strength to conduct rapid maneuvers and deep attacks into Saudi Arabia.  

Iran’s Amphibious Capabilities 

Iran can carry out small amphibious operations. Iran’s amphibious ships theoretically 

give Iran the capability to deploy about 1,000 troops, and about 30-40 tanks in an amphibious 

assault, but Iran has not practiced amphibious operations using heavy weapons and has never 

demonstrated that it has an effective “forced entry” and across-the-beach over-the-shore 

capability. Iran might use commercial ferries and roll-on-roll off ships if it felt they could 

survive. Iran has also built up its capability to hide or shelter small ships in facilities on its 

islands and coastline along the Gulf, and the ability to provide them with defensive cover from 

anti-air and anti-ship missiles. However, all of Iran’s training to date has focused on amphibious 
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raiding or largely unopposed transit operation and not on operations using heavy weapons or 

larger combat operations. 

Iran has held several amphibious warfare exercises every year since 1992. The first major 

exercise following the Iran-Iraq War seems to have been the Great Khaibar exercise in 

September 1995, which centered on operations near the Straits of Hormuz and Hengam Island, 

and which involved IRGC naval and marine units and Navy commands operating from Iranian 

Navy landing ships. There have since been large-scale exercises in every year that has followed.3  

This amphibious capability allows Iran to pose a tacit or active threat to the southern Gulf 

states, particularly small vulnerable states like Bahrain and the UAE. However, Iran’s capability 

to conduct such amphibious and across-the-Gulf operations is currently limited. Unless the 

Southern Gulf states and the US permit Iran to use ferries or commercial ships to conduct 

unopposed landings or transfers of troops, the Iranian Navy and IRGC would have very limited 

in capability. Iran lacks the air and surface power to move its amphibious forces across the Gulf 

in the face of significant air/sea defenses, or to support a landing in a defended area, and would 

be highly vulnerable unless they achieved total surprise.  

Iran’s capability to carry out conventional attacks on Iran is unlikely to change as long as 

the US maintains a major military presence in the Gulf.  If Iran was to strike across the Gulf in 

force, the Iranian Navy and Naval Guards would need much more effective air-cover, a stronger 

surface fleet, and better night vision and targeting systems for their small craft, additional 

amphibious ships and hovercraft. Large-scale assaults would also require Iran to use commercial 

ships with roll-on roll-off capability, and to practice over-the-beach operations using heavy 

equipment and armor -- training that now is totally lacking.   

At the same time, Iran can already use small elements of its naval forces to deploy mines 

and other unconventional warfare forces covertly, to supply arms to radical movements in the 

southern Gulf, seize undefended islands, and threaten or attack offshore oil operations, ports, and 

desalinization facilities.  
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Iran’s Focused Threat to Gulf Shipping 

Iran can also take advantage of the long, vulnerable shipping routes through the Gulf. It 

has the ability to launch mines, naval or air strikes, and anti-ship missile strikes from positions 

along the entire length of the Gulf and the Gulf of Oman and to threaten or harass Gulf shipping. 

While strategists sometimes focus on the threat that Iran could "close the Straits," a bottle does 

not have to be broken at the neck. Low-level Iranian mine and unconventional warfare strikes on 

shipping that were designed to harass and intimidate might allow Iran to achieve at least limited 

political and economic objectives much more safely than escalating to all-out attacks on the flow 

of oil.  

Iran is funding a carefully focused mix of military capabilities to threaten shipping in the 

Gulf. This capability already includes the purchase of three Russian submarines with mine-

laying capabilities, and advanced naval mines.  It includes the deployment of a wide range of 

anti-ship missiles on small craft and in land bases near the main shipping channels through the 

Gulf. It includes the creation of a large force of Revolutionary Guards equipped for anti-ship and 

amphibious warfare. As a result, Iran now has enough naval capability stationed along the Gulf 

coast, in the Strait of Hormuz, and deployable in the Gulf of Oman to harass shipping and 

require a major Saudi and U.S. response if Iran should take offensive action. Iran has also 

focused its resources on obtaining long-range missiles and weapons of mass destruction, and the 

ability to fight unconventional warfare.  

Gulf shipping not only is vital to the Saudi economy in spite of the fact it has pipelines 

and ports on the Red Sea; it also has great strategic importance. Nearly 90% of all the oil 

exported from the Gulf transits by tanker through this Strait of Hormuz. That is the only passage 

to the Indian Ocean and world shipping routes. The Strait is the world's most critical oil 

"chokepoint," and nearly 40% of all the oil traded on world markets transits through a passage 

between Oman and Iran that is only 37 miles wide at its narrowest point. Tankers and other ships 

must move through two-mile wide channels for inbound and outbound tanker traffic, as well as a 

two-mile wide buffer zone. In 2002, more than 14 million bbl/d of oil transited the Strait to serve 

the global economy, much of it going eastwards to Asia— particularly to Japan, China, and 

India. Other key shipments moved westwards via the Suez Canal, the Sumed pipeline, and 

around the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa to Western Europe and the United States.4  
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Any closure of the Strait of Hormuz would require use of much longer alternate routes 

with limited capacity and higher transportation costs. Such routes include the 5 million-bbl/d-

capacity East-West Pipeline and the Abqaiq-Yanbu natural gas liquids line pipeline, across Saudi 

Arabia to Yanbu and ports on the Red Sea. Saudi Arabia has considered creating other pipelines 

to the Indian Ocean across the UAE and Oman, and even through Yemen to the Gulf of Aden. 

However, no plans currently exist to fund such facilities. 

The security of the Strait of Hormuz is further complicated by a long-standing struggle 

between Iran and the UAE over the ownership of three islands near the main shipping channels 

through the lower Gulf: Abu Musa, Greater Tunb Island, and Lesser Tunb Island. The Shah of 

Iran seized de facto control of these islands when Britain left the Gulf and Iranian troops 

occupied them in 1992. The Iranian Foreign Ministry claimed that the islands are "an inseparable 

part of Iran" in 1995.  

Iran has rejected proposals by the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) for the dispute to be 

resolved by the International Court of Justice which was first made in 1996, and which were 

supported by the UAE. Iran has also taken additional steps to strengthen its position on the 

islands. It set up a power plant on Greater Tunb, opened an airport on Abu Musa, and announced 

plans for construction of a new port on Abu Musa. Iran did state its willingness to resume talks 

with the UAE in September 2000, however, and it has not fortified the islands or deployed major 

forces on them.5 

Saudi Arabia’s position in the Gulf is also vulnerable to Iranian air and missile attacks 

because its major oil ports and many of its desalination and electric power facilities are open to 

attack.  In addition, its offshore oil fields are vulnerable. These include Khafji and Hout, which 

are connected to Safaniyah, the world's largest offshore oilfield (with estimated reserves of 19 

billion barrels). Other Saudi offshore production includes Arab Medium crude from the Zuluf 

(over 500,000 bbl/d capacity) and Marjan (270,000 bbl/d capacity) fields, and Arab Heavy crude 

from the Safaniya field. This vulnerability could grow with time. Saudi Arabia has resolved a 

long-standing offshore Persian Gulf border dispute with Kuwait, which may lead to the 

development of the 13-Tcf Dorra gas field, which lies in waters the cross Iranian, Saudi, and 

Kuwaiti territory. 6  
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Iran can also pressure Saudi Arabia with the threat of support for Shiite extremists in both 

Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Province and Bahrain or using pilgrims to embarrass the Kingdom with 

riots or protests during the Hajj. In fact the overt or tacit threat of force, so-called “wars of 

intimidation,” are currently a more practical option for Iran than actual conflict.  

This “focused threat” allows Iran to get the maximum amount of regional influence and 

intimidation per Iranian Rial, and with total military spending that has averaged well under $10 

billion a year since 1990. At the same time, it scarcely gives Iran much war fighting capability 

against any regional coalition that involves the U.S, and Iran has good reasons not to become 

involved in such a war. Iran is highly dependent on its oil export revenues and has no way to 

export any significant volume of oil except through the Gulf. It cannot defend its oil facilities 

against U.S. missile and stealth bomber attacks, and its naval and anti-ship missile forces cannot 

survive for more than a few days to weeks in the face of U.S. military action. Iran’s mine warfare 

capabilities may pose a threat in terms of long-term harassment, but they cannot block the Gulf. 

Iran lacks modern land-based air defenses, has limited modern fighter strength, has only about 30 

modern attack aircraft (the Su-24), and has no modern airborne sensors and command and 

control assets. Its military forces and bases are open to U.S. retaliation. 

Iran and Asymmetric Wars 

 Iran may be able to counter Saudi, US, and allied capabilities  -- and achieve some of its 

objectives - - through other forms of asymmetric warfare. One such method of attack would be to 

use direct and indirect threats rather than carry out actual attacks. Iran’s ability to fight such 

“wars of intimidation,” will improve steadily in the near to mid-term, in spite of its military 

weakness. In many cases, Saudi Arabia’s neighbors may be willing to react to such intimidation 

by accommodating Iran to some degree. This is particularly true of those Southern Gulf states 

whose gas and oil resources are most exposed -- like Qatar -- or which perceive Iraq as a more 

serious threat -- like Kuwait. 

 Iran has steadily improved the capabilities of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps 

(IRGC), and the Quds Force for other forms of unconventional warfare, including the potential 

use of chemical and biological weapons. Iran has also demonstrated that it is steadily improving 
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its ability to conduct "proxy wars" by training, arming, and funding movements like the 

Hezbollah.  

 Iran is steadily improving capabilities for information warfare and cyberterrorism, 

although it seems unlikely that it is capable of advanced attacks on protected US military and US 

government computer, information, and battle management systems. Iran probably has more 

capability to attack the US private sector and the systems of Gulf States. It also is almost 

certainly improving the defense of its own systems, which often are land-based and require little 

more than isolation from netted or open systems to provide a first line of defense.  

 These capabilities may allow Iran to conduct the kind of low-level and/or covert 

asymmetric warfare where the "revolution in military affairs," America’s conventional military 

superiority, and would be of more limited value. At the same time, any use of such forces is 

unlikely to drive the US out of the Gulf, and would risk alienating the Southern Gulf or states 

without defeating them. The November 1995 bombing of the National Guard training center and 

June 1996 bombing of the Al Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia demonstrated American 

vulnerabilities in the Gulf long before “9/11.”As for proxy wars, it is unclear which terrorist 

movements are willing to accept such Iranian support and pay the probable political price tag, 

but the risk can scarcely be ignored.  

Iran and Weapons of Mass Destruction 

Iran’s effort to acquire chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons  -- and suitable long-

range strike systems -- are a more serious threat and are described in detail in a later chapter. Iran 

has significant numbers of Scud missiles, extended range North Korean Scuds, Chinese CSS-8 

missiles, and is developing (and may be deploying) a longer-range Shehab 3 missile. It has 

extensive stocks of chemical weapons, including mustard and nerve gas, and possibly blood 

agents. While it has bought extensive equipment for biological warfare, its capabilities remain 

unclear. Iran has had a nuclear weapons program since the time of the Shah, but does not seem to 

have any active enrichment capabilities. It can probably design efficient implosion weapons and 

produce every component except for the fissile material. 

At the same time, weapons of mass destruction do not necessarily make radical changes 

in Iran’s contingency capabilities. Iran’s current success in proliferating does give Iran a post-
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Gulf War edge over Iraq, and inevitably affects Saudi, US, British, Israeli and Southern Gulf 

perceptions of the risks inherent in any military encounter with Iran.  

 Much depends upon the collective willingness of Saudi Arabia, the US, Britain, and 

Southern Gulf states to take the risk of engaging Iran in the face of such threats, refuse its 

demands, and respond to with Iranian escalation and/or retaliation. It seems unlikely that Iran’s 

"creeping proliferation" will reach the point in the near term where Iran’s capabilities will be 

great enough to limit or paralyze Saudi, US, and allied military action. Further, it seems unlikely 

that Iran can continue to build up its capabilities without provoking even stronger US counter-

proliferation programs, including retaliatory strike capabilities. The same is true of a response 

from Iraq and the Southern Gulf states. As a result, Iran’s "creeping proliferation" may end in 

provoking a "creeping arms race" rather than giving Iran any clear political or military edge.  

Such arms races do not, however, always bring deterrence and stability. There are at least 

four ways that Iran could challenge Saudi security: 

• A successful Iranian attempt to buy significant amounts of weapons grade material that suddenly shifted 
proliferation from "creeping" to an active and regionally destabilizing threat and potential counter to US 
conventional capabilities. 

• Iranian acquisition of highly lethal biological weapons and/or change in the US and regional perception of 
biological weapons. 

• A case of lateral escalation in which Iraq found a way to end UN sanctions and/or reveal a substantial 
break-out capability of its own, creating the risk of a new Iran-Iraq War using weapons of mass destruction 
that could affect two countries with over 15% of the world’s oil reserves and which could spillover into 
other Gulf states. 

• Iranian use of such weapons through proxies or in covert attacks where it had some degree of plausible 
deniability.  

Iran may also become much more threatening in the future. An Iran with large, modern 

long-range missile forces armed with biological and/or nuclear weapons would have far more 

leverage and be far more threatening. There are no short-term missile defense options, and US 

and Gulf support would be at least somewhat less credible. As is the case with Iraq, weapons of 

mass destruction may not fundamentally change the military balance in the Gulf, but they will 

certainly change the Kingdom’s perception of risk.  
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The Military Threat From Iraq 

Iraq presents a threat of a very different kind from Iraq, although much depends on 

whether the US and Britain use force to overthrow Saddam Hussein’s regime. While Iran has 

only limited amphibious capability and has no land borders with Saudi Arabia, Iraq can invade 

Saudi Arabia through Kuwait or directly across the flat Saudi-Iraqi border to the west of Kuwait. 

Saudi Arabia’s main oil fields, oil ports, and many of Saudi Arabia’s refinery and petrochemical 

facilities are near the Upper Gulf coast and within relatively short strike distance from Iraq.  

The Iraqi Army and Key Security Elements 

 In late 2002, the International Institute of Strategic Studies estimated that the Iraqi army 

still could deploy some 375,000 men, organized into seven corps, with two Republican Guards 

corps and five regular army corps. These forces included six Republican Guards divisions (3 

armored, 1 mechanized, and 2 infantry) plus four Special Republican Guards brigades. The 

regular army had some 16 divisions, and while 11 were relatively low-grade infantry divisions, 3 

are armored divisions and 3 were mechanized divisions. The regular army also had five 

commando and two special forces brigades. While these units lacked modern training, and the 

regular army units were heavily dependent on conscripts, over one third were full time regulars 

or long-service reservists.  

 Other estimates by US Central Command (USCENTCOM) indicate that the Iraqi land 

forces have a total strength of 700,000 personnel, including reserves. These estimates indicate 

that Iraq’s major combat formations include 17 regular army divisions (6 heavy and 11 light), 

and 6 Republican Guards Divisions (3 heavy and 3 light). USCENTCOM also estimates that the 

total Iraqi Army order of battle include six armored divisions, 4 mechanized divisions, 10 

infantry divisions, 2 special forces divisions, 1 Special Republican Guards or Presidential Guard 

Division, 19 reserve brigades, 15 People’s Army Brigades, and 25 helicopter squadrons.7  

 USCENTCOM and other US experts estimate that Iraqi divisions have an authorized 

strength of about 10,000 men, and that about half of the 23 Iraqi divisions have manning levels 

of around 8,000 men, and “a fair state of readiness.” Republican Guards Divisions have an 

average strength of around 8,000 to 10,000 men. Brigades average around 2,500 men -- the size 

of a large US battalion.8 Both sets of estimates give Iraq a total force, today, of approximately 
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20-23 division-equivalents, versus 35-40 division-equivalents in the summer of 1990, and 67-70 

division-equivalents in January 1991 -- just before the Coalition offensives began in the Gulf 

War. 9 

The Iraqi Army relies on large numbers of combat-worn and obsolescent weapons, but it 

does have some 700 relatively modern T-72 tanks, 900 BMP-series armored infantry fighting 

vehicles (AIFVs), 150 self-propelled artillery weapons, and 200 multiple rocket launchers. It has 

extensive stocks of AT-3, AT-4, Milan, and High-subsonic Optically Teleguided (HOT) anti-

tank guided weapons, and roughly 100 attack and 275 utility/transport helicopters. The mobile 

elements of Iraq’s 17,000 men Air Defense Command can deploy large numbers of manportable 

surface-to-air missiles, plus SA-7, SA-8, SA-9, and Roland vehicle mounted surface-to-air 

missiles. 

 Iraq also has extensive internal security and paramilitary forces. The entire police and law 

enforcement system performs internal security functions, and there are parallel internal security 

services with units in virtually every town and city. The Republican Guards and Special 

Republican Guards units are specially trained for urban warfare and security operations, as well 

as conventional military operations, and there are three paramilitary forces. The security troops 

have some 15,000 men, the border guards around 9,000, and Saddam’s Fedayeen consist of 

18,000 to 20,000 men. 

 To put these figures in perspective, the US had a total force of 55,000 military personnel 

from all services in the entire theater in June 2002. Many were assigned to the Afghan conflict, 

with 7,500 in Afghanistan, 1,000 in Pakistan, 1,000 in Kyrgyzstan, 1,700 in Uzbekistan, and 

13,000 afloat. In addition, the US had 5,100 personnel in Saudi Arabia, 3,900 in Qatar, 3,500 in 

Oman, 4,500 in Bahrain, 850 in the UAE, and 64 in Yemen. (The Gulf numbers had dropped 

since April because of movements into the theater, and because of cuts in the naval presence that 

dropped the personnel afloat by 9,000.) The US had a total of 570 aircraft for the entire 

CENTCOM area, including the Afghan conflict, which included 195 fixed-wing shooters, 40 

attack helicopters, 125 support helicopters, 110 fixed wing cargo aircraft, 40 ISR aircraft, 60 

tankers, and 90 allied coalition aircraft.10 
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 The US did not have any major combat units forward deployed, although it had some 

combat elements in Kuwait. It had the major combat equipment prepositioned for two 

mechanized brigades in Kuwait and Qatar and was prepositioning a third in the UAE. These sets, 

however, did not have first line combat equipment in a number of cases, and did not include 

support and logistic equipment that required up to another 30 days to deploy. Prepositioning 

ships at Diego Garcia had the equivalent of another brigade set plus substantial support 

equipment and supplies, but required 11-17 days to make ready and move. The US did, however, 

have substantial supplies and basing facilities in Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE, and Oman plus the air 

units in forces enforcing the Southern No Fly Zone in Saudi Arabia. 

The Deployment of Iraqi Army and Security Elements 

USCENTCOM experts indicate that Iraq’s divisions are arrayed north-to-south in 2001, 

with a mix of regular and Republican Guards divisions. All of the divisions near the Kuwait 

border are regular, although some Republican Guard divisions could move to the border 

relatively rapidly. US experts indicate that Iraqi land forces have a total of fourteen divisions in 

the north, three divisions in central Iraq, and six divisions south of An Najaf. The Republican 

Guards had a total of three armored divisions deployed in the vicinity of Baghdad—one near 

Taji, one near Baghdad, and one near As Suwayrah.11 All Republican Guards divisions are 

located above the 32-degree line. Several additional Republican Guards divisions are located 

around Baghdad to play a major role in internal security. Several more Republican Guards 

divisions were located north of Baghdad closer to the Kurdish area.12  

Estimates by Jane’s indicate that the regular Army is organized into five major corps, 

with 17 main force division equivalents and major bases at Baghdad, Basra, Kirkuk, and Mosul. 

There are major training areas west of Baghdad, near Mosul, and in the Marsh areas in the south. 

The training area southwest of Basra has had only limited use because of the “no fly zones.”13 If 

one exempts the forces dedicated to the security of the regime and deployed near Baghdad, and 

similar internal security garrisons in Basra and Kirkuk, the Army forces were deployed as 

follows in 2002, before Iraq began to regroup its forces to deal with the risk of a US and British 

attack: 

• Northern Iraq: The 1st Corps is headquartered at Kirkuk and the 5th Corps at Mosul. They guard the Turkish 
border area and deploy on the edge of the Kurdish enclave, and guard the oilfields in the north.   
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o The 1st Corps includes the 2nd Infantry Division headquartered at Alrabee, the 5th Mechanized 

division headquartered at Shuwan, the 8th Infantry Division headquartered at Shuwan, and the 38th 
Infantry Division headquartered at Quader Karam.  

o The 5th Corps has units defending the border area with Syria. It includes the 1st Mechanized 
Division headquartered at Makhmur, the 4th Infantry Division headquartered at Bashiqa Maonten, 
the 7th Infantry Division headquartered at Alton Kopri Castle, and the 16th Infantry Division 
headquartered near the Saddam Dam and Mosul. 

• Eastern Iraq: The 2nd Corps is headquartered at Deyala, and is deployed east of Baghdad to defend against Iran 
or any attack by Iranian-backed Iraqi opposition forces. It includes the 3rd Armored Division headquartered at 
Jalawia, the 15th Infantry Division headquartered at Amerli, and the 34th Infantry Division headquartered near 
Khanaqin 

• Southern Iraq has two corps that play a major role in securing Shi’ite areas and suppressing Shi’ite dissidents 

o The 3rd Corps is headquartered in the Nasseria area, and is positioned near the Kuwaiti border. It 
includes the 6th Armored Division headquartered near Majnoon and Al Nashwa, the 11th Infantry 
Division headquartered at Al Naserria, and the 51stth Mechanized Division headquartered at 
Zubair. 

o The 4th corps is headquartered at Al Amara, and defends the border with Iran. It includes the 10th 
Armored Division headquartered near Al Teab and Al Amarra, the 14th Infantry Division 
headquartered south of Al Amara, and the 18th Infantry Division headquartered near Al Amara and 
Al Musharah. 

 The Republican Guard adds two more corps, with seven divisions, to this list.  The 

Special Republican Guards add four brigades, which are located largely within the Baghdad are 

organized to defend the regime: 

• The Northern Corps of the Republican Guards can act to defend against Iran and operate against the Kurds, 
but its primary mission seems to be the defense of the greater Baghdad area and Tikrit. The four brigades al 
Madina al Munawara Armored Division is located at the Al Rashedia and Al Taji camps, and plays a key 
role in defending the outer Baghdad area. The Special Republican Guards provide protection and defense 
within the city. The Northern Corps also includes the 1st Adnan Mechanized Division at Mosul, the 2nd 
Baghdad Infantry Division at Maqloob Maontin-Mosul, and the Al Abed Infantry Division at Kirkuk-
Khalid Camp. 

• The Southern Corps of the Republican Guards is headquartered at Al Hafreia and the Al Fateh al Mubin 
Command Center. It helps defend against Iran in the south, as well as any US-led attack, and acts as a 
deterrent force to suppress any Shi’ite uprising. Its forces include the Nabu Khuth Nusser Infantry Division 
at Al Husseinia-al Kutt, the Hamurabi Mechanized Division in the Al Wahda area, and the Al Nedaa 
Armored Division near Baaquba-Deyla. 

 The Special Republican Guard had four infantry/motorized brigades with 14 battalions, 

an armored brigade, and an air defense command with elements to secure Baghdad’s ground-

based air defenses against any coup attempt. It had a total active strength of about 12,000 to 

15,000, but can rapidly mobilize to 20,000 to 25,000. It was the only force stationed in central 

Baghdad and in the Republican Palace, although there were also brigades of the Special Security 

Service (SSO), the Iraqi Intelligence Service (IIS), and secret police in the city.  
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• The First Brigade is headquartered at Hayy Al-Qadisiyeh in Baghdad and has five battalions, including 

ones stationed in the Republican palace and at Saddam International Airport.  Additional battalions, 
including plain-clothes units, are assigned to protect Saddam while he is in transit, and are assigned to 
guard other palaces and facilities.  

• The Second Brigade is headquartered at the Al Rashid military base, and has combat-experience elements 
outside Baghdad and in the Mosul area.  

• The Third Brigade is headquartered at Taji and has four combat battalions to defend Taji and the 
approaches to Baghdad.  

• The Fourth Brigade is motorized and is located at Al Harithiyeh and Al Quadisiyeh, and defends the 
southern outskirts of Baghdad. 

• The Armor Command (Fourth Armored Brigade) has T-72s, BMP-1 and BMP-2s, and two armored 
regiments, one located at the Abu-Ghraib Camp, and another near the Al-Makasib village. They provide 
armored forces to defend the major entrance points to the city. 

An estimate by Amatzia Baram put the total number of men involved in the various 

internal security and intelligence organizations at over 100,000, and possibly as high as 150,000, 

excluding the Republican Guards but including some 30,000 in the police forces and 20,000 

border guards.14 The Military Intelligence Service, or Al Estikhbarat al Askariyya, alone was a 

3,000-5,000-man element with a major complex in the Aladhamia area of Baghdad.  It also had a 

base at the Al Rashid Camp, and elements in Kirkuk, Mosul, and Basra. The Special Branch was 

organized to carry out covert operations, infiltrate opposition movements, and provide internal 

security operations within the military. The Military Security Service, or al Amn al Askariyya, 

reported directly to the Presidential Palace, and deals with subversion within the military forces. 

 These Iraqi forces have significant limitations. The army and internal security forces have 

lost many of their personnel with combat experience, have had limited exercise training, and 

have never mastered combined arms and joint operations by Western standards. They have, 

however, had ongoing low-level combat experience against the Shi’ite opposition in Southern 

Iraq, and often deploy to positions opposite Iran and the Kurdish security zone. They do conduct 

static fire training and limited maneuver training, and the Special Republican Guards, 

Republican Guards, and security forces are trained for urban warfare and to put down uprisings. 

The Republican Guards units never broke during the Gulf War, and the army’s regular armored, 

mechanized, and commando/special forces units have generally fought with considerable 

determination when ordered to do so. 
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 There are other problems. Saddam Hussein exercises tight central control in his self-

appointed role as field marshall, and innovation and initiative are often discouraged. Saddam’s 

rotation of commanders to ensure their loyalty, promotion for loyalty or because of tribal origin, 

the ruthlessness of the security services, and tensions between the regular forces, Republican 

Guards, Special Republican Guards, and various security services create additional problems. 

While a number of seemingly convincing reports of security, problems, defections, and coup 

attempts have proved false, at least some seem to be correct. Saddam has also tried on several 

occasions to create a parallel popular force that would act as a further check upon the regular 

forces. Such forces failed dismally during the Iran-Iraq War, but the latest such effort is the so-

called Jerusalem Army, which has been created since the start of the Second Intifada and is 

under General Iyad Futayyih Khalifa al-Rawi, a former Republican Guards commander. This 

force is reported to have a goal of 21-divisions, but Iraq lacks the experienced cadres, equipment, 

supplies, and manpower input to build up anything like such a force except at the cost of its other 

land-force units.15 

The Iraqi Air Force 

 The Iraqi Air force has around 30,000 men. It still has some 316 combat aircraft, 

although only about 50-60% are serviceable. There are other serious readiness problems. The air 

force has had no new aircraft, missiles, or major combat systems since mid-1990, because of the 

UN arms embargo, resulting from its invasion of Kuwait and only irregular deliveries of 

smuggled spare parts and munitions. Senior pilots still fly 60-120 hours a year depending on the 

aircraft, but junior pilots fly as few as 20.  

The IISS estimates that the air force has 6 obsolete H-6D and Tu-22 bombers, and 130 attack 

aircraft. These include Mirage F-1EQs,  Su-20s, 40 Su-22s, 2 Su-24s, and 2 Su-25s. Iraq still has 

extensive stocks of short-range air-to-ground missiles and cluster bombs. It also has 180 air 

defense fighters, including 12 MiG-25s, 50 Mirage F-1EQs, and 10 MiG-29s, plus 5 MiG-25 

reconnaissance aircraft. Additionally, the air force has extensive stocks of MiG-21s, training 

aircraft, and drones, and has experimented with using them as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

and unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs). It still has 2 IL-76 tankers and large numbers of 

transport aircraft. Jane’s provides a different estimate with the following key combat types; the 

number estimated to be in service are shown in parenthesis: 40(0) F-7, 30 (13) Mirage F-1EQ, 36 
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(15-25) Mig-21, 35 (15-20) Mig23, 6 (3-6) MiG-25, 17 (1) Mig-29, 33 (15-18) Su-20/22, 21 (6-

11) Su-25, 2 T-22, and 3 Tu-16.16 

 Iraqi Air Force air-to-air and air-to-ground training is limited and unrealistic. In the past, 

command and control has been over-centralized and mission planning has often set impossible 

goals. The two No Fly zones have further limited air training and combat experience. There are 

no modern airborne sensor, command and control, or intelligence capabilities, other than a small 

number of UAVs. Air control and warning is still heavily dependent on outdated ground-based 

intercept capabilities. The air force has, however, practiced penetration raids by single low-flying 

aircraft, and has shown that it can conduct independent offensive operations at the small 

formation level. 

 The heavy surface-to-air missile forces of the Iraqi Air Defense Command are still 

organized into one of the most dense defensive networks in the world. There are four regional air 

defense centers at Kirkuk (north), Kut al Hayy (east), Al Basra (south), and Ramadia (west). 

Major command  facilities are underground and hardened. Additionally, there is a network of 

redundant radars and optical fiber command links. The system is backed by extensive low-

altitude anti-aircraft (AA) guns, and SA-8b, SA-11, and SA-13 short and medium range missiles. 

The Sterla  2 and 10 (SA-7 and SA-10) are used for terminal defense of key buildings. Iraq has 

learned to rapidly move its fire units and sensors, use urban cover and decoys, use “pop-on 

radar” guidance techniques, and optical tracking. Its mix of SA-2s, SA-3s, and SA-6s is badly 

outdated, but some modifications have been made. 

 Iraqi air capabilities have also been heavily impacted by the Northern and Southern “No 

Fly” zones; which have limited Iraqi air operations to the middle of the country since the early 

1990s, and which have led to repeated attacks on Iraqi land-based air defense since the expulsion 

of UNSCOM from Iraq. The expansion of the “No Fly” zones, from the 32nd parallel to the 33rd 

parallel, to deny Iraqi air movements over most of northern and southern Iraq in September 

1996, and the creation of a de facto “No Drive” zone south of the 32nd parallel; have been 

particularly important in the case of “Southern Watch.”17 It has sharply limited Iraq’s ability to 

hold land, air and joint exercises of the kind that could improve Iraqi readiness, allow it to react 

to the lessons of the Gulf War, and prepare for war against Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. It has given 

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the US strategic depth that extends deep into Southern Iraq, and made 
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any major Iraqi land and air movements south of the northern boundary of the Southern No Fly 

Zone both strategic warning of a possible attack and a potential reason for the US to begin a 

military campaign.  

The Iraqi Navy 

 The 2,000-man Iraqi Navy has never been an effective force and was devastated during 

the Gulf War. It now has only 6 obsolete Osa and Bogomol guided missile patrol craft, and three 

obsolete Soviet inshore minesweepers. Iraq does, however, retain all of the shore-based 

Silkworm and other anti-ship missiles it had at the time of the Gulf War, and extensive stocks of 

mines – some of them relatively modern and sophisticated. (The US never succeeded in targeting 

land-based Iraqi anti-ship missiles during the Gulf War, and the US and British Navies entered 

Iraqi mine fields without detecting their presence.) 

Iraqi Operational Capabilities 

Iraq has demonstrated that it can still carry out significant ground force movements and 

fly relatively high peak sortie rates. It has not, however, demonstrated training patterns in any 

part of the country that show its army has consistent levels of training, can make effective use of 

combined arms above the level of some individual brigades, or has much capability for joint 

land-air operations. It also has not demonstrated that it can use surface-to-air missiles in a well-

organized way as a maneuvering force to cover its deployed land forces. 

 Iraq’s infrastructure is now better than its combat forces. Iraq has been able to rebuild 

many of the shelters and facilities it lost during the Gulf War, and much of the Air Force combat, 

command, control, communications and intelligence/battlefield management (C4I/BM) system. 

This C4I/BM system included an extensive net of optical fiber communications net, a TFH 647 

radio relay system, a TFH tropospheric communications system, and a large mix of radars 

supplied by the Soviet Union. Iraq has rebuilt most of the air bases damaged during the Gulf 

War, and a number of bases received only limited damage. This gives Iraq a network of some 25 

major operating bases, many with extensive shelters and hardened facilities.18  

Most experts do not believe Iraq has nuclear weapons or has any significant domestic 

ability to produce fissile materials. Ex-IAEA inspectors do believe, however, that Iraq retains all 
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of the technology needed to rapidly make moderately sized implosion weapons if it can obtain 

fissile material. It has developed its own initiators, HE lenses, and switching devices. Iraq retains 

significant capabilities to use and manufacture chemical and biological weapons, and is believed 

to have anywhere from 15-80 Scud missile assemblies of various types. 

Iraq and the Problem of Sanctions and Equipment Modernization 

UN sanctions and the Gulf War have had a major impact on Iraqi war fighting 

capabilities. Iraq has not been able to fund and/or import any major new conventional warfare 

technology to react to the lessons of the Gulf War, or to produce any major equipment -- with the 

possible exception of limited numbers of Magic “dogfight” air-to-air missiles. Iraq’s inability to 

recapitalize and modernize its forces means that much of its large order of battle is now 

obsolescent or obsolete, has uncertain combat readiness, and will be difficult to sustain in 

combat. It also raises serious questions about the ability of its forces to conduct long-range 

movements or maneuvers, and then sustain coherent operations. 

Iraq has maintained much of the clandestine arms purchasing network that it set up 

during the time of the Iran-Iraq War. It has prior experience in buying from some 500 companies 

in 43 countries, and has set up approximately 150 small purchasing companies or agents. 

Intelligence experts feel that Iraq also has an extensive network of intelligence agents and 

middlemen involved in arms purchases. Iraq has probably obtained some air defense equipment 

from countries like the Ukraine and China, and may have been able to smuggle in some spare 

parts through Syria, Turkey, and Jordan. 

 Nevertheless, Iraq has not been able to restructure its overall force restructure to 

compensate for its prior dependence on an average of $3 billion a year in arms deliveries. It has 

not visibly deployed any major new weapon system since 1991, or been able to recapitalize any 

aspect of its force structure. About two-thirds of its remaining inventory of armor and its aircraft 

is obsolete by Westerns standards. Iraq has lacked the funds, spare parts, and production 

capabilities to sustain the quality of its consolidated forces. While it has domestic military 

production facilities, it is limited to the production of guns and ammunition, and has never 

succeeded in mass-producing more advanced weapons. Many of its modernization efforts have 
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shown some technical skill, but others have been little more than unintentional technical practical 

jokes. 

In contrast, Saudi Arabia has taken delivery on over $66 billion worth of new arms since 

1991, Kuwait has received $7.6 billion, Iran $4.3 billion, Bahrain $700 million, Oman $1.4 

billion, Qatar $1.7 billion, and the UAE $7.9 billion. Equally important, the US has made major 

upgrades in virtually every aspect of its fighter avionics, attack munitions, cruise missile 

capabilities, and intelligence, reconnaissance, and targeting capabilities. 

The Threat of Invasion 

At this writing, Iraq seems more likely to be invaded than invade, but still poses a 

strategic threat to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the Southern Gulf. Like Iran, Iraq can use the threat 

of force to conduct “wars of intimidation.” If Iraq can avoid the threat of US and British-led 

military action, break out of military containment, rebuild its conventional capabilities and 

acquire strong missile forces and biological and nuclear weapons. Iraq’s ability to intimidate 

Saudi Arabia could force the Kingdom to change its oil production and pricing policies and to 

support Iraqi ambitions in the Gulf area. While Saudi Arabia improved its relations with Iraq at 

the Arab Summit meeting in March 2002, Saudi Arabia fears both Iraqi conventional military 

capability and Iraq’s ongoing covert effort to proliferate and deploy CBRN weapons. 

The threat of an actual Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait does exist, but should 

not be exaggerated. Clashes like Desert Fox have showed that Iraq would have to be willing to 

take extreme risks to engage in any conflict that involves US air forces, and Iraq cannot rebuild 

its conventional forces quickly  even if it break out of UN sanctions. It will be years after 

sanctions on arms imports are finally lifted before any credible combination of Iraqi arms 

imports, domestic military production efforts, and retraining and reorganization of Iraqi forces 

can give Iraq enough capability to deliberately initiate a conflict with Saudi Arabia -- as long as 

Saudi Arabia is allied with Britain and the US.  

 Nevertheless, Iraq have some near-term contingency capabilities that might allow it to 

exploit the limits to Saudi and US capabilities and the "revolution in military affairs," 

Particularly if no military effort to overthrow Saddam occurs, and the Saudi-US military 

relationship should deteriorate. Iraq's forces still retain significant warfighting capabilities and 
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much of the force structure that made Iraq the dominant military power in the Gulf after its 

victory over Iran. Iraqi forces can still seize Kuwait in a matter of days or occupy part of Saudi 

Arabia's Eastern Province, if they do not face immediate opposition from US, Kuwaiti, and Saudi 

forces.  

 US experts estimated in June 2002 that a total of twelve Iraqi divisions were effective 

enough to be used in an attack on Kuwait and/or Saudi Arabia. There were five regular divisions 

-- three relatively combat-ready -- in the southern border region north of Kuwait. There were two 

Republican Guards divisions that could be rapidly deployed to support the three more capable 

regular divisions in an attack on Kuwait, which USCENTCOM labeled the “Basrah breakout.” 

Iraq could also draw upon four special Republican Guard Brigades, seven commando brigades, 

and two Special Forces brigades.19 

 Iraq would, however, encounter major problems in assembling and deploying its forces 

into any kind of coherent invasion force. It would lack both modern air defense weapons and 

high quality air support. The Iraqi Air Force had a total of roughly 35,000 to 40,000 men in 

2002, including some 15,000-17,000-air defense personnel.  US estimates indicate that the Iraqi 

Air Force had 330 to 370 combat aircraft in inventory, while  IISS estimates indicate that Iraq 

had at least 316 combat aircraft, including six bombers, 130 fighter-ground attack aircraft, and 

180 fighters.  Virtually all experts agree, however, that that many of the Iraqi aircraft counted in 

this total had limited or no operational combat capability and Iraqi training and readiness 

standards were poor.  

 In fact, some aspects of Iraq’s military infrastructure are now better than its combat 

forces. Iraq has been able to rebuild many of the shelters and facilities it lost during the war, and 

much of the Air Force C4I/BM system. This C4I/BM system included an extensive net of optical 

fiber communications net, a TFH 647 radio relay system, a TFH tropospheric communications 

system, and a large mix of radars supplied by the Soviet Union. Iraq has rebuilt most of the air 

bases damaged during the Gulf War, and a number of bases received only limited damage. This 

gives Iraq a network of some 25 major operating bases, many with extensive shelters and 

hardened facilities.20  
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The Problem of Kuwait 

If the US and Britain do not take military action to overthrow the regime of Saddam 

Hussein, it is Kuwait that will be the main potential area of weakness in any defense of the Saudi 

border area by a Saudi US-led coalition. The Saudi-Iraqi border area does not have any major 

cities or oil facilities and Iraq would have to invade deep into the desert to reach any major Saudi 

target. An Iraqi seizure of Kuwait, however, would put Iraqi forces on the Saudi border at a point 

much nearer Saudi Arabia’s critical oil facilities and population centers and astride major roads 

into Saudi Arabia.  

USCENTCOM and US experts indicated in June 2002 that Iraq could assemble and 

deploy five heavy divisions south into Kuwait in a matter of days.  It had a total of five 

Republican Guard divisions within 140 kilometers of Kuwait.  Iraqi divisions had an authorized 

strength of about 10,000 men, and about half of the Iraqi army’s 23 divisions had manning levels 

of around 8,000 men and "a fair state of readiness." Republican Guards divisions had an average 

of around 8,000 to 10,000 men. Brigades averaged around 2,500 men -- the size of a large US 

battalion.  

A force of five Iraqi divisions would compare all too favorably with total Kuwaiti forces 

of about four brigades, with only about a brigade equivalent combat-ready, and with a total 

forward-deployed US strength that normally did not include a single forward-deployed land 

brigade. The Saudi forces at Hafr al Batin were at most the equivalent of one combat-effective 

brigades which was trained and exercised to fight defensively near its peace time base and which 

could require two weeks to fully deploy forward to the Kuwait and Saudi borders in sustainable, 

combat-ready form. The so-called GCC rapid deployment force is largely a political faction with 

little meaningful real-world combat capability against Iraqi heavy divisions. Moreover, the new 

agreements that the GCC signed in 2000, 2001, and 2002 to strengthen this force, promise to 

produce little substantive action to change what is little more than a military façade. 

 USCENTCOM indicates that Kuwait could only deploy less than two brigade equivalents 

battalions to defend its territory, and Saudi Arabia would take days to deploy even one heavy 

brigade into areas north of Kuwait City. The tyranny of geography, Kuwait’s small size, and 

Saudi Arabia’s widely dispersed army would give Iraq an advantage in land combat in any 
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sudden or surprise attack. The failure of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to make more than limited 

cooperative defense efforts compounds the problem, as does Saudi Arabia’s poor performance in 

modernizing its land forces and giving its air force offensive capability. 

 Kuwait dreamed of a 12-brigade force after the Gulf War, but it only has two 

understrength active brigades and two reserve brigades. Its land forces total only 11,000 

personnel, and this total includes 1,600 foreign contract personnel, most of whom are non-

combatants. The total manpower of the Kuwaiti armed forces, including the air force and navy, 

total about one US brigade "slice" (combat manpower plus support). The Kuwaiti army has an 

active tank strength of only about 75 M-84s (Yugoslav T-72s) and 174 M-1A2s. 

 As is discussed in detail later in this analysis, Saudi forces also have important 

weaknesses. The Saudi army has reverted to a static defensive force that has limited 

effectiveness above the company and battalion level. Although according to Saudi reports, it has 

75,000 full time regulars in the army, plus 75,000 active members of the National Guard, actual 

manning levels are significantly lower. Some of its M-1A2 tanks are still in storage, plus about 

145 of its 290 obsolescent AMX-30s. As a result, Saudi Arabia relies heavily on its active M-

1A2s and 450 M-60A3s. This is still a significant amount of armor, but it is dispersed over much 

of the Kingdom, and Saudi Arabia lacks the training, manpower quality, sustainability, and 

C4I/SR capabilities for effective aggressive maneuver warfare and forward defense.  

The US built up its forces in the Gulf significantly in 2002 in preparation for a major 

military action to overthrow Saddam Hussein. Before that time, however, the US only had 

elements of one heavy brigade prepositioned in Kuwait, but it takes at least 14-21 days to fully 

man, deploy, and sustain this brigade. The US Army could deploy another two relatively light 

brigades in fully combat ready form in 18-30 days, but the brigade set prepositioned in Qatar 

then took several weeks to deploy to the Kuwaiti border area and the division support set 

propositioned in Qatar could not deploy in fully combat effective form until M+27 to M+35. The 

US Army brigade set prepositioned on ships near Diego Garcia took nearly a month to deploy in 

sustainable combat form. The US Marine Corps has another light division equivalent and air 

wing that it could deploy as a Marine Expeditionary Force, but this force took at least three 

weeks to fully deploy. It also lacked heavy armor and the Marine Corps readiness has been 

seriously underfunded in recent years. 
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 Iraq remains acutely vulnerable to US and British air power and cannot match Saudi 

Arabia in air combat capability. Unless there are weeks of strategic warning, however, Kuwait, 

Saudi Arabia, and the US will lack the land forces to stop Iraq without immediately committing 

massive amounts of air and missile strikes against the advancing Iraqi forces and Iraqi strategic 

targets.  

There is no way to predict whether the US and British military build-up in Iraq will 

remove Saddam Hussein’s regime from the equation or what force capabilities will exist in the 

Gulf in the future. Even if US and British force levels drop, and Saddam is not replaced, Iraqi 

land forces might be able to penetrate into Kuwait City -- despite strikes by US, Saudi, and 

Kuwaiti air power -- if Iraq was willing to take very high losses in reaching and seizing the city. 

If Iraq then attempted to take the Kuwaiti population hostage, it might succeed. USCENTCOM 

experts privately speculate that the US would at best have a 50-50 chance of preventing Iraq 

from occupying Kuwait City.  The only way that Iraqi forces could then be dislodged would be 

through a combination of another land build up in Saudi Arabia by the US and allied forces, and 

a massive strategic/interdiction air campaign against targets on Iraqi territory.  

If Saddam Hussein’s regime does survive, any coalition’s ability to deal with a sudden 

Iraqi attack on Kuwait is likely to depend on US ability to mass offensive air and missile power 

and use it immediately against Iraq the moment major troop movements begin without first 

seeking to win air superiority or air supremacy. It will depend on US willingness and ability to 

couple strikes against Iraqi leadership and strategic targets to this offensive in an effort to force 

Iraq to halt its offensive, and US ability to deter, defend, and retaliate against any Iraqi use of 

weapons of mass destruction.  

 Even then, preventing an Iraqi occupation of Kuwait City could be a difficult task if Iraq 

were willing to absorb the damage done by US and allied air and missile power. A Saudi US-led 

coalition could be confronted with an asymmetric war in which Iraq ruthlessly exploited the 

suffering of the Iraqi people to force a halt to US military action. Kuwaiti government security 

experts have, in fact, postulated a far worse case in which Iraq uses overt or covert attacks with 

biological weapons to effectively destroy Kuwait as a nation and create new facts on the ground. 
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 In such a “worst case” contingency, the essential dilemma in any "second liberation" of 

Kuwait would be US, Saudi, and Kuwaiti willingness to act in the face of potential massacres of 

Kuwaiti civilians, versus the willingness of an Iraqi regime to accept massive damage to Iraq. It 

seems likely that the US and Saudi Arabia would show the necessary ruthlessness if the Kuwaiti 

government supported such action. Oil is too strategically important to cede such a victory to a 

leader like Saddam Hussein.  

 Once again much depends on whether Saddam Hussein survives the threat of US and 

British-led action. Defending Kuwait will also become an increasingly "close run thing" if Iraq 

can escape the effect of sanctions and improve its ability to modernize and rebuild its war 

fighting capability. There are a number of ways in which Iraq might then increase the challenge 

it could pose to US capabilities and the "revolution in military affairs" without acquiring similar 

military technologies and capabilities: 

• Iraq may somehow obtain nuclear weapons, or demonstrate the possession of highly lethal biological 
weapons. 

• The US might be forced to reduce its forward presence and readiness in the Gulf to the point where it 
could not rapidly deploy air power, and/or reduce its overall power projection capabilities. This could 
occur either as a result of US domestic political and funding issues, or added Iranian and Iraqi success 
in their diplomatic campaigns to limit the US role in the region. 

• Iraq may choose a more limited and "acceptable" objective like restoring its pre-Gulf War border or 
demanding access to Bubiyan, Warbah, the Kwar Abdullah, and the Gulf. This might make it harder 
for the US to obtain support from its other regional allies and/or nations outside the Gulf. 

• Improvements in relations with Saudi Arabia might create a situation where Saudi Arabia may not 
immediately and fully support US action and commit its own forces. 

• A Kuwait government may feel it faces so serious an increase in the Iraqi threat that it would refuse to 
accept the cost of continuing to fight in the face of ruthless Iraqi action against a "hostage" Kuwaiti 
people. 

Iraq’s Capabilities in Other Contingencies  

The situation would be far more favorable to a Saudi US-led coalition in any contingency 

that did not involve Kuwait. Iraq has almost none of the assets necessary to win a naval-air battle 

against US forces in the Gulf, and has no prospect of acquiring these assets in the foreseeable 

future. It would have to rebuild, modernize, and massively expand both its regular navy and air 

force to levels of strength and capability it is unlikely to achieve for the next half-decade. 

Alternatively, Iraq could develop its capabilities to deliver weapons of mass destruction to the 
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point where it could support its conventional military capabilities with a threat that might 

seriously inhibit US military action and/or the willingness of Southern Gulf states to support the 

US and provide air and naval facilities. 

 Unlike Iran, Iraq cannot conduct meaningful surface ship, naval air force, and 

amphibious operations. Currently, the Iraqi navy can only conduct limited mine warfare and 

land-based anti-ship missile attacks, and surprise raids on off-shore facilities. Its air force may be 

able to conduct limited anti-ship missile attacks using its Mirage F-1s, but would have to find a 

permissive environment to survive. Iraqi Mirage F-1s burdened with the AM-39 Exocet would 

be unlikely to survive Kuwaiti, Saudi, or Iranian air defenses without a level of air escort 

capability that Iraq cannot currently provide.  

 Iraq also faces the counter threat posed by the US. Iraq has little ability to intimidate its 

neighbors into accepting such operations as long as the US has the ability to use its air and 

missile power to inflict enough strategic damage on Iraq to create a massive deterrent to any 

Iraqi escalation to chemical or biological weapons, and back these capabilities with the ultimate 

threat of US theater nuclear escalation. There is little near-term prospect that Iraq will develop 

enough power projection capability -- and supporting power from its navy, air force, and 

weapons of mass destruction -- to win any conflict in the Southern Gulf where it did not attack 

by land into Kuwait or across the Saudi border. The only exception might to be a case where it 

operated in support of a coup or uprising, as when Iraqi volunteers operated in Southern Yemen 

in 1994. Any Iraqi attack on a Southern Gulf state is also the contingency most likely to unite the 

US and the Southern Gulf states and to ensure European and other support for a strong US-

Southern Gulf response. 

 This does not mean that Iraqi air and/or naval forces could not score some gains from a 

sudden, well-planned raid in the Gulf or challenge US military capabilities in some ways. Iraq 

could not sustain any initial success, however, and would probably accomplish nothing more 

than provoking a US, Southern Gulf, or Iranian reaction that would far offset any advantages 

Iraq could gain. The only exception might be a proxy unconventional or terrorist attack that 

would allow Iraq to preserve some degree of plausible deniability.  
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 Like Iran, however, Iraq is not limited to the warfighting capabilities of conventional 

military forces. Iraq may be able to achieve some of its objectives through intimidation and/or 

direct and indirect threats.  Iraq certainly understands that asymmetric warfare is a potential 

counter to US superiority and the "revolution in military affairs." It has steadily sought to 

improve its capabilities in these areas since 1991.  Iraq’s neighbors have already increasingly 

accommodated Iraq to some degree in the face of tacit Iraq. Threats and overt political pressure, 

and this includes even those neighbors that see Iraq as a more serious threat -- like Kuwait and 

Saudi Arabia. 

 Unlike Iran, Iraq has not demonstrated much recent capability to conduct "proxy wars" 

by training, arming, and funding Arab extremist movements. Iraq does sponsor some extremist 

and terrorist groups, but the end result has done little for Iraq. Iraq also lacks Iran’s bases, 

training centers, and staging facilities in other countries, and the political support of third nations 

like the Sudan and Syria which are close to the scene of such proxy conflicts. Similarly, Iraq can 

only hope to win proxy wars fought against vulnerable governments. Attempts to fight such wars 

will have little impact on a successful Arab-Israeli peace settlement, or in sustaining civil 

conflict in the face of a government that demonstrates that it has the capacity to govern and deal 

with its social problems. 

Iraq has some capability for information warfare and cyberterrorism, but it seems very 

unlikely that it is capable of advanced attacks on protected US military and US government 

systems. Iraq also probably has little capability to attack the US private sector and the systems of 

Gulf States. It is, however, steadily improving the defense of its own systems. Most are 

redundant, rely heavily on buried land-links and optical fibers, and are isolated from netted or 

open systems.  

 At the same time, any dramatic failure of the peace process or instability in the regimes in 

the Gulf and the region might allow a hostile Iraq to make more successful use of proxy wars in 

the future. So too would the creation of a radical Arab regime in Jordan, Egypt, or Syria, which 

might turn to Iraq for support. Iraq also has a strong revanchist motive to use proxy warfare 

against Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the United States. Similarly, Iraq may seek to improve its 

capabilities for unconventional warfare, including the use of chemical and biological weapons. 
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The practical problem that Iraq faces will be to find a place and contingency where it could 

exploit such capabilities that offer more return than using proxies, and which allows Iraq to act at 

an acceptable level of risk so that the US and its allies would not retaliate. 

 Much will depend upon regional perceptions of the long-term resolve of the US, the 

ability of the Southern Gulf states to avoid major divisions, and the willingness of the Southern 

Gulf states to show that they will support a firm US response to Iraq, even at some risk. Much 

will also depend on the ability of Iraq’s leadership to set achievable demands and avoid open 

confrontation.  

Iraq and Weapons of Mass Destruction 

 Iraq has seen proliferation as a counter to conventional superiority since the late 1960s. It 

sought weapons of mass destruction long before the Gulf War showed it what the "revolution in 

military affairs" and US conventional superiority could accomplish. As a result, it is hardly 

surprising that Iraq sees proliferation as its key potential method of countering the US advantage 

in conventional forces and the RMA, and has been willing to pursue such options in the face of 

massive economic costs, UNSCOM and IAEA efforts to destroy its remaining capabilities, and 

the extension of UN sanctions.  

 In spite of the Gulf War, and nearly eight years of UNSCOM efforts before Iraq forced 

an end to the UN inspection effort, Iraq still presents a major threat in terms of proliferation.  It is 

all too clear that Iraq may have increased this threat since active UNSCOM and IAEA efforts 

ended in December 1998. At the same time, Iraq’s present holdings of chemical and biological 

weapons may well be too limited too seriously constrain US military freedom, or seriously to 

intimidate Iraq’s neighbors.  

 As a result, even if Saddam Hussein’s regime survives, it seems unlikely that Iraq can 

reach the point, before 2005-2007 where its capabilities are great enough to change Saudi, US, 

British, Iranian, Israeli and/or Southern Gulf perceptions of risk to the point where they would 

limit or paralyze military action in response to any serious Iraqi threats or attacks. Furthermore, 

it seems unlikely that Iraq can openly build up major production and deployment capabilities 

without provoking strong US counter-proliferation activity, including preemptive military action. 

They are also likely to provoke a response in kind by Iran and the Southern Gulf states. As a 
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result, Iraq’s acquisition of weapons of mass destruction may end simply in provoking an arms 

race even if UN sanctions should fail. 

 Nevertheless, Iraq’s possession of weapons of mass destruction inevitably affects US, 

British, Israeli and Southern Gulf perceptions of the risks inherent in attacking Iraq at some 

level. Moreover, if UN sanctions on Iraq are lifted, Iraq may be able to rebuild its strategic 

delivery capabilities relatively quickly, and any sustained conflict involving weapons of mass 

destruction could have drastic consequences. This would be particularly true if Iraq could 

develop advanced biological weapons with near-nuclear lethality, or assemble nuclear devices 

with weapons grade fissile material bought from an outside source. There might be little or no 

warning of such strategic developments, and the US might not be willing to counter by extending 

theater nuclear deterrence to protect its Southern Gulf allies.  

 As is the case with Iran, there are several other developments that might allow Iraq to use 

proliferation to pose a near-term threat to US conventional capabilities in the region: 

• A successful Iraqi attempt to buy significant amounts of weapons grade material. This could allow Iraq to 
achieve a nuclear break out capability in a matter of months. Both the US and the region would find it 
much harder to adjust to such an Iraqi effort than to the slow development of nuclear weapons by creating 
fissile material in Iraq. It seems likely that the US could deal with the situation by extending a nuclear 
umbrella over the Gulf, but even so, the Southern Gulf states might be far more responsive to Iraqi pressure 
and intimidation. Most, after all, are so small that they are virtually "one bomb states;" 

• A change in the US and regional perception of biological weapons. Biological weapons are now largely 
perceived as unproven systems of uncertain lethality. Regardless of their technical capabilities, they have 
little of the political impact of nuclear weapons. Iraq might, however, conduct live animal tests to 
demonstrate that its biological weapons have near-nuclear lethality or some other power might demonstrate 
their effectiveness in another conflict. The successful mass testing or use of biological weapons might 
produce a rapid "paradigm shift" in the perceived importance of such weapons and of Iraq’s biological 
warfare programs; 

• Iraq might break out of UN sanctions and reveal a more substantial capability than now seems likely. 
Paradoxically, such an Iraqi capability would help to legitimize Iran and Israel’s nuclear, biological, and 
chemical programs and the escalation to the use of such weapons; 

• Iraq might use such weapons through proxies or in covert attacks with some degree of plausible deniability. 
Terrorism and unconventional warfare would be far more intimidating if they made use of weapons of mass 
destruction.  

Planning for a Full Range of Threats  
The Kingdom cannot plan its military forces around the certainty of a moderate Iran or a 

contained Iraq. Even if Saddam Hussein’s regime is driven from power, or moderate elements do 
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come to dominate Iranian politics, it cannot predict their future rate of convention of 

modernization, and it faces a serious risk that either or both states will have extremely lethal 

weapons of mass destruction and effective delivery systems. Iran and Iraq can also threaten other 

Southern Gulf states, and have at least some capability to conduct “proxy wars” against the 

Kingdom by providing funds, arms, and training to extremists inside Saudi Arabia. The Kingdom 

must plan for both current and future threats, and for both conventional and asymmetric wars. 

The Challenge from the Red Sea  

One threat has eased. Saudi Arabia has greatly improved its relations with Yemen in 

recent years, and Yemen has failed seriously to modernize its shrinking military forces for nearly 

half a decade. Nevertheless, Yemen is a poor and highly populated nation with a population 

roughly equal to that of Saudi Arabia, and which has claimed Saudi Arabia’s southeastern Asir 

region in the past. Saudi military planners still quietly regard Yemen as one of the three major 

threats it must shape its forces to deal with. 

More generally, Saudi Arabia must plan to protect its Red Sea coast against other 

potential threats.   Major port and desalination facilities on the coast, and major Saudi oil export 

and petrochemical facilities that are served by the Saudi East-West pipeline to the port of Yanbu, 

Jeddah, Makkah, and Medina are also linked to Red Sea security. While the stability of Yemen, 

Somalia, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and the Sudan have improved since the late 1990s; all are troubled 

and somewhat unstable states.21 

The entrances to the Red Sea have two major potential chokepoints that could affect 

Saudi security. Tankers heading west from the Gulf must pass through the Bab al-Mandab, 

which is located between Djibouti and Eritrea in Africa, and Yemen on the Arabian Peninsula. 

Any closure of the Bab al-Mandab could keep tankers from reaching the Suez Canal/Sumed 

Pipeline complex and force them to divert around the southern tip of Africa. After tankers move 

through the Bab al-Mandab, they must pass either through the Suez Canal or the Sumed Pipeline 

complex in Egypt which connect the Red Sea and Gulf of Suez with the Mediterranean Sea. In 

2001, roughly 3 million bbl/d of Gulf oil exports transited the Suez Canal/Sumed complex, Any 

closure of the Suez Canal and/or Sumed Pipeline would again divert tankers around the southern 
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tip of Africa (the Cape of Good Hope), greatly increasing transit time and cost and sharply 

reducing available tanker capacity.22 

The Challenge from Israel, Jordan, and Syria 

It is difficult to foresee a contingency that could lead to a direct conflict between Saudi 

Arabia and Israel. Israel has nuclear weapons, missiles, and an overwhelming conventional 

superiority or “edge.”  In 2002, Saudi Arabia led the Arab world in proposing a comprehensive 

peace settlement with Israel. It is not organized to project military power into an Arab-Israeli 

conflict and Israel has no incentive to broaden a conflict to included Saudi Arabia. At the same 

time, Saudi Arabia cannot ignore that fact that conflicts and escalation are always unpredictable 

or leave its Western territory unshielded. It needs some level of air defense and ability to 

discourage Israeli overflights.   

Saudi Arabia may be able to plan for little or no military involvement in any Arab-Israeli 

conflict, but it cannot avoid some risks. Those include involvement in limited clashes, over 

border areas and air space. They included Arab demands for at least token Saudi military 

involvement, in any major escalation of the Second Intifada or new Arab-Israeli conflict, and 

they include serious problems in military relations with the US. Israel presents a serious indirect 

threat to Saudi Arabia. Its continuing struggle with the Palestinians and Syria means that Saudi 

Arabia faces constant pressure from the Arab world and many Saudis to reduce its ties to the 

US—Israel’s closest ally. At the same time, Israel has often put pressure on US administrations 

or to Congress to limit US arms sales to Saudi Arabia or to pressure Saudi Arabia to limit its 

support to Palestinians.  

Saudi Arabia also has to be concerned about the future stability of Jordan if the Second 

Intifada continues to escalate. There could be demands on Jordan to end its peace with Israel or 

allow some presence from Iraqi forces and other volunteers in support of the Palestinians. As a 

worst case, Saudi Arabia must consider the risk of the collapse of Hashemite Rule and the threat 

a radical Palestinian state could emerge on its Western border. Saudi Arabia also cannot totally 

distance itself from developments in Syria and Lebanon. Any major military escalation on 

Israel’s northern front would again exacerbate the problems in Saudi military fees to Israel’s 

closest allies.  
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 The Challenge of Saudi and Egyptian Military Relations 

Saudi Arabia does not face any military threat from Egypt. It is generally a political and 

diplomatic ally, although it is a past enemy and sometimes a rival. Egypt is, however, the only 

Arab military power potentially strong enough to land the Kingdom in a serious conflict with 

Iran and Iraq. The Gulf War showed, however, that Egyptian forces have limited power 

projection capability. Egyptian forces were slow to advance against Iraq for political reasons, 

and Egypt made requests for aid. Saudi military planners felt exceeded the value of the 

contributions they could make.  

The Challenge from the US and the West 
 Saudi relations with the US pose a growing strategic challenge of a very different kind. 

Saudi Arabia is caught up in the dilemma that it has no current prospect of being able to develop 

forces strong enough to meet its regional strategic challenges alone. This makes it dependent on 

a foreign power -- the United States. The US, however, is non-Muslim and Israel’s closest ally. 

The US’ view of how to deal with the political and security issues in the Middle East often 

differs from that of Saudi Arabia.  

The US military presence in Saudi Arabia also presents problems for the Kingdom in 

terms of cultural differences and a hostile reaction to US foreign policy and support of Israel in 

the Second Intifada and from those Saudis who oppose a Western presence of any kind. Many 

Islamists resent any US presence on Saudi soil, and many Saudi officials and officers question 

the US approach to Iran and Iraq. Above all, the Second Intifada has led to steadily growing 

resentment of US ties to Israel within the Saudi population as a whole and in the rest of the Arab 

and Islamic world. 

 Saudi Arabia initially reacted to the Gulf War by expanding its security arrangements 

with the US. The US and Saudi Arabia expanded the USMTM agreement to increase US access 

to Saudi air and seaports, including Jubail, and improved the joint warfare capabilities of the 

their AWACS force.23  Saudi Arabia allowed the USAF to regularly rotate combat units in and 

out of Saudi air bases, and the US Military Training Mission (USMTM) increased its peacetime 

manning to roughly 70 military, five civilian, and ten local personnel. Saudi Arabia increased its 
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stocks of selected spares and electronics to support US forces in deploying—including enough 

parts and supplies to support 15 USAF tactical fighter equivalents. It increased the number of 

joint exercises with US forces.24 It standardized key aspects of its C
4
I system to make them 

interoperable with US C
4
I systems, including theater missile defense arrangements for Saudi 

Arabia’s Patriot missiles. Saudi Arabia also ordered $1.6 billion worth of US military 

construction services between 1991 and 1995.25 

  Yet, significant problems emerged in US and Saudi cooperation that affected the size 

and nature of the US presence on Saudi soil. Saudi Arabia rejected US proposals to preposition 

two division sets of ground combat equipment in Saudi Arabia—although the US could have left 

such equipment there when its forces completed their withdrawal from the Gulf at the end of 

1991.26 This rejection was partly a result of Saudi concern with the opposition from Islamic 

fundamentalists and partly a result of an unrealistic Saudi sensitivity to the nuances of 

sovereignty. At the same time, the US was slow to understand a Saudi emphasis on informal 

cooperation and low-profile activities rather than the kind of formal and highly visible 

arrangements that the US preferred. Saudi internal and external stability had long depended on 

keeping strategic cooperation as quiet as possible, while the US had long been insistent on 

formal and public arrangements.  

 According to some reports, Saudi Arabia did offer to allow US Army prepositioning of 

major armor, artillery, and other equipment in Saudi warehouses at Saudi cost, and under joint 

US-Saudi Guard. The US insisted on a formal status of forces agreement, flying the US flag, 

total US control of the facility, and large numbers of US personnel. It presented a US plan 

complete with lengthy computer lists of additional equipment. Saudi officials have privately 

indicated that Saudi Arabia then rejected the US plan because of the way in which it was 

presented, and because the US insistence on an overt basing facility openly violated the royal 

family's pledge to the Islamic clergy not to grant bases or formally base non-Muslim forces in 

the Kingdom. The US plan would almost certainly have resulted in a crisis with hard-line Islamic 

fundamentalists. 

 These problems did not block improvements in other forms of cooperation. Saudi Arabia 

reached an agreement for joint US and Saudi land force training in September 1991, and 
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exercises have been held regularly since that time. This cooperation has proved vital to 

maintaining the interoperability of the Saudi and US air forces, as has continued cooperation in 

training, exercises, acquiring stockpiles of munitions and supplies, designing repair and 

maintenance facilities, improving C4I/BM systems, and a host of other factors.27 

 During the 1990s, the US strengthened Saudi-US cooperation by reshaping its strategy 

and force plans to rely more on informal cooperation, concentrate the US military presence in 

areas with less political visibility, and rely more on prepositioning outside the Kingdom. While 

such efforts have accelerated since the beginning of the Second Intifada and “9/11,” they are not 

new. They were first reflected in the recommendations made during the “Bottom Up Review” of 

US defense plans for FY1995-FY1999 that Secretary of Defense Les Aspin made public on 

September 1, 1993.  

 The US dealt with its problems in land-force prepositioning by maintaining a seven ship 

maritime prepositioning squadron at Diego Garcia, and by expanding its presence in Kuwait, 

Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE, and Oman – rather than Saudi Arabia. The US is now prepositioning 

equipment on land for one brigade in Kuwait, one in Qatar, and one in the UAE. The US 

prepositioned one "swing" brigade set at sea that would normally be deployed afloat near the 

Gulf, but which could go to Asia or elsewhere in the world. Once complete, this prepositioning 

will allow at least one US heavy division to deploy against Iraq within 14 to 21 days. 

 The US concluded, however, that Saudi sensitivities to a large-scale US land presence, 

even in the form of centers with prepositioned equipment, would force the US to rely on more 

limited prepositioning in other countries, and on the periodic deployment of US forces in 

exercises and other training activity.28As a result, the US emphasized cooperation with Saudi 

Arabia in maintaining a limited presence of US air units, in improving Saudi-US C4I/battle 

management capabilities, in making Saudi air and land forces interoperable with US forces, and 

in improving Saudi basing and infrastructure to support both Saudi and US forces in defending 

Kuwait and meeting other defensive needs in the Gulf.  

 This approach paid off for both Saudi Arabia and the US in August, 1992 -- when the US, 

UK, and France established a "no fly zone” over Iraq. Saudi Arabia not only allowed US aircraft 

to operate, but also provided refueling tankers, combat air defense patrols, and support from 
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Saudi AWACS. This support was critical to the US, Britain, and France since it allowed them to 

establish the "no fly zone" over Iraq with less than 150 aircraft. They would have had to provide 

roughly 100 more aircraft without Saudi support. At the same time, it contained Saddam Hussein 

at minimum risk to Saudi Arabia. 

 Saudi Arabia continued to provide the US with extensive host nation support and defense 

cost sharing equal to 86% of the cost of stationing US forces in the Kingdom. It provided over $2 

million in direct support in 2000, and nearly $80 million in indirect support.29 

 During the late 1990s, the US also began to make major adjustments in the “visibility” of 

its military presence in Saudi Arabia in response to terrorist attacks, and did so long before the 

attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in September 2001. The US not only 

reduced its overall manpower presence in the Kingdom, it relocated much of its presence in 

Saudi Arabia to an isolated base in the desert south of Riyadh after the Islamic extremist attacks 

on the Saudi National Guard headquarters and on the US Air Force barracks in Al Khobar. 

The events of September 11, 2001 have, however, made the problems in Saudi and US 

military cooperation much worse, as have unresolved differences between Saudi Arabia and the 

US over the need to overthrow Saddam Hussein’s regime by force. The fact that Saudis were the 

leading participants in the attack on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon came as a shock to 

both nations. So did the level of Saudi Islamist extremist participation in Qaida and the fighting 

in Afghanistan. Media in both countries degenerated into a mud-slinging contest, and a Saudi 

political tendency to deny the facts interacted with sweeping Congressional charges that often 

seemed to attack all Saudis and Islam. By mid 2002, US calls to remove Saddam Hussein’s 

regime had added new problems: Saudi Arabia saw Iraq as a threat that could be dealt with by 

continuing containment.  

At the same time, the deterioration of the Second Intifada has increased Saudi popular 

hostility to US support of Israel as well as that of the Saudi government. These were issues long 

before “9/11,” and had already undercut the US-Saudi alliance. So, at a different level, have 

Saudi and US tensions over the US military presence in Saudi Arabia. The US felt Saudi Arabia 

was too slow and too grudging in allowing the US to use its facilities for the war in Afghanistan. 

Saudi Arabia, however, was still irritated by the fact that the US had unilaterally reinforced its 
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forces in the Kingdom in 1998 and had used them to strike Iraq in Operation Desert Fox without 

Saudi Arabia’s permission. Similarly, US forces in Southern Watch had struck well north of the 

33rd parallel in the first major strike on Iraqi air defenses on February 16, 2001 in spite of an 

agreement not to strike north of the 32nd parallel without Saudi permission. This fear of US 

“unilateralism” was compounded by the fact that the US kept some 25,000 short tons of air 

munitions prepositioned in Saudi Arabia in spite of repeated calls by Prince Sultan to reduce 

these stockpiles to levels around 5,000 short tons.  

Terrorist attacks on US forces in Saudi Arabia had already led the US to cut its presence 

in Saudi Arabia sharply during the late 1990s, and moved much of its manpower and facilities to 

other Southern Gulf states or back to the US.  The US had only 4,861 military personnel in Saudi 

Arabia before the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in September 2001, out of 

a total of 10,317 in all of the GCC states. While it has made major temporary increases in its 

deployments in Kuwait, Bahrain, the UAE, and Oman after September 2001 to deal with the war 

in Afghanistan and a possible strike on Saddam Hussein’s regime, it made minor further 

reductions in its presence in Saudi Arabia.30 

 There are sharp limits to how much the US can continue these reductions and still meet 

Saudi security needs. The US is located half a world away from Saudi Arabia, and cannot keep 

its forces “over-the-horizon.” It needs access to Saudi bases, as much standardized and 

interoperability with Saudi forces as possible, common training, interoperable command and 

control systems, and some level of prepositioning. Rapid power projection is only possible with a 

forward presence in the Gulf, and effective coalition warfare capabilities cannot be suddenly 

improvised in a crisis. Furthermore, Saudi Arabia needs continuing US support for its military 

modernization and joint training.  

 The US is not the Kingdom’s only Western military partner. Saudi Arabia has turned to 

Britain for help in modernizing its air forces in order to help reduce its dependence on the US, 

and the risk that friction with Israel might lead the US Congress to limit arms transfers to the 

Kingdom. It has turned to France as a major supplier of naval weapons. The fact remains, 

however, that the US is the only country with sufficient power projection capability to deter Iran 

and Iraq and provide Saudi Arabia with security.  
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Similarly, Saudi interoperability with US forces, and US rapid deployment capability, is 

both a key factor in regional deterrence and Saudi ability to fight any large-scale joint or 

combined arms warfare. There are also problems in the integrity of the British and French arms 

sales efforts. Neither Britain nor France put the same kind of controls on their arms sales as the 

US does when they are conducted under the Foreign Military Sales program managed by the 

Department of Defense. While US FMS are anything but perfect – and there has been some 

corruption in the handling of transportation arrangements and offset programs – there is 

substantially more corruption and waste in non-US programs. This is particularly true of the 

massive Al-Yamamah program that Saudi Arabia has bought from Britain and France. 

The Challenge from the GCC and the Gulf 
Saudi Arabia also faces challenges from its allies in the Southern Gulf. The Arab Gulf 

Cooperation Council (GCC) has tried for more than two decades to create an effective degree of 

military cooperation and interoperability between all of the Gulf states but has only had limited 

success. At the same time, Saudi Arabia has made only slow progress in bilateral and multilateral 

military cooperation with Bahrain and Kuwait.  

  This lack of effective military cooperation within the Southern Gulf makes Saudi Arabia 

over-dependent on the US and the West. The Gulf Cooperation Council is nearly two decades 

old, but has achieved little in integrating and improving the war fighting capabilities of its 

member states. The present GCC rapid deployment force, which is stationed in Saudi Arabia 

near the Iraqi Saudi border, has little or no warfighting capability, and recent GCC agreements to 

increase this force sharply have been largely symbolic. Countries simply agreed to assign more 

forces to the contingency mission. Saudi Arabia’s security is heavily dependent on the security 

of neighbors like Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the UAE. Saudi Arabia, however, cannot 

provide these states with more than limited additional defense capability and they are far two 

weak to defend themselves. 

The Peninsula Shield Force is deployed in the vicinity of Hafr al Batin.  This force has a 

nominal strength of 5,000, but most of this manpower is not forward deployed and it is little 

more than a political façade. No meaningful contingency plans exist to rapidly deploy sufficient 

land and air forces from other Gulf states to meet Saudi needs, and there are problems even in 
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developing close cooperation between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The GCC has made progress in 

data sharing and creating secure military communications links, but even if the GCC fully 

executes all of its present C4I/BM programs, the war-fighting impact will remain extremely 

limited. In practice, the US would still have to provide the command, control, communications, 

computer, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4I/SR) capability to allow Saudi, 

Kuwaiti, and other Southern Gulf forces to fight effectively. In fact, the US would have to 

provide much of this capability simply for Saudi land and air forces to deploy to the right areas 

and carry out effective combat operations. The Saudi high command is incapable of conducting 

effective high tempo combined land-air battle operations without intensive US support.  

Kuwait’s military weakness was demonstrated in 1990, and far too little improvement has 

taken place in Kuwait’s military posture since the Gulf War. Bahrain and Saudi Arabia cooperate 

more closely, but Bahrain is too small to develop a meaningful self-defense capability against 

Iran or Iraq and is even more dependent on the US than Saudi Arabia. Qatar has only limited 

self-defense capability. The UAE has an ongoing dispute with Iran over the control of islands in 

the Gulf, and its military forces are little more than a “Potemkin village.” It has large stocks of 

modern equipment which are not supported by proper manning, training, and sustainment and 

which have little real military effectiveness. Oman is critical to ensuring the security of the Strait 

of Hormuz, but there are still residual tensions between Oman and Saudi Arabia and Oman lacks 

both the size and financial resources to compete with Iran. 

 Saudi planners are realistic in assessing these problems. They fully recognize that any 

talk of a Gulf or Arab security structure is likely to be an exercise in political symbolism as long 

as such problems exist. They are fully aware that neither Egypt nor Syria has serious power 

projection capabilities. They know that any Iraqi rhetoric about friendship and peaceful relations 

cannot be trusted, and that it will be years before it will be possible to tell if Iran is truly 

emerging as a stable and moderate regime. This leaves them, however, with the dilemma of 

continued dependence on the US—with all of its advantages and disadvantages.  

The Challenge of Proliferation  
 Saudi Arabia faces two major emerging new military challenges. The first is 

proliferation, and the growing risk that Iran, Iraq, and other regional states will deploy significant 
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numbers of long-range missiles and other delivery systems armed with chemical, biological, and 

nuclear weapons. Proliferation is now a creeping threat, but Saudi Arabia must eventually face 

the problem of developing suitable counterproliferation capabilities, providing missile and civil 

defenses, and redefining its security relationship with the US to provide a different kind of 

deterrence and warfighting capability. 

Iraqi, Iranian, and other regional proliferation threaten both Saudi military and civil 

facilities and oil and gas production facilities that are critical to the entire world. The US Energy 

Information Agency (EIA) estimates that the Gulf contains around 679 billion barrels of proven 

oil reserves, or roughly 66% of total world oil reserves, and 1,918 Tcf of natural gas reserves 

(35% of the world total). Saudi Arabia alone has 261.7 billion barrels of proven oil reserves, or 

roughly 25% of total world oil reserves, and 214 Tcf of natural gas reserves (4% of the world 

total). 

 As of early 2002, the Gulf had roughly 22.7 million bbl/d of oil production capacity, or 

about 31% of the world total, and accounted for 27% of world total oil production. Saudi Arabia 

accounted for roughly half this total with roughly 10-11 million bbl/d of oil production capacity. 

The Gulf countries also maintained over 90% of the world's excess oil production capacity.31 

This capacity is critical to dealing with any disruption of supply from a given supplier or sudden 

increase in world demand, and any broad disruption of supply from the Gulf would leave the 

world with limited options for compensating for the lack of Gulf production.  

Maintaining actual oil production is equally important. The Gulf countries had estimated 

net oil exports of 16.8 million bbl/d of oil in 2001. Saudi Arabia exported the most oil of any 

Gulf country in 2001, with an estimated 7.4 million bbl/d (44% of the total). Iran had estimated 

net exports of around 2.6 million bbl/d (15%), followed by the United Arab Emirates (2.1 million 

bbl/d -- 12%); Iraq (2.0 million bbl/d -- 12%), Kuwait (2.0 million bbl/d -- 12%), Qatar (0.8 

million bbl/d -- 5%), and Bahrain (0.02 million bbl/d -- 0.1%). The strategic importance of such 

production will also grow steadily with time. The EIA estimates that Gulf oil production capacity 

is expected to reach about 30.4 million bbl/d by 2010, and 44.5 million bbl/d by 2020, compared 

to about 23 million bbl/d currently. This would increase Gulf oil production capacity to 36% of 

the world total by 2020.32  
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 The second threat is unconventional or asymmetric warfare, and this threat already is 

changing Saudi security planning. The terrorist attacks on the US Marine Corps barracks in 

Lebanon, the Saudi National Guard headquarters, and the Al-Khobar Towers; sporadic sabotage 

of ARAMCO facilities; and occasional Yemeni infiltration across the Saudi border illustrate the 

fact that Saudi Arabia may face enemies that use special forces, terrorist proxies, and other 

unconventional means to attack the Kingdom, which are sometimes allied with the extremist 

opponents of the Saudi regime.  

These two emerging threats are not yet critical to the Kingdom’s survival, and may 

diminish if Iran continues to moderate and/or Saddam Hussein is driven from power. At the same 

time, Saudi Arabia must consider the risk that terrorism or proxy warfare that leads to serious US 

casualties might undermine its security relations with the US. Further, it must consider the risk 

that unconventional or terrorist attacks may eventually use chemical, biological, and nuclear 

weapons. 
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Table  1.1 

 
The Size and Military Capabilities of the Gulf states in 2002 

 

Country                  Total Active             Total Active        Tanks       OAFVs/     Artillery   Combat       Armed 

                              Manning               Army Manning                      APCs                        Aircraft       Helicopters 

  

Iran 513,000 475,000 1,565 1,455 3,284 283 104 

Iraq 424,000 3750,000 2,200 2,700 2,250 316 100 

 

Bahrain 11,000 8,500 106 306 93 34 40 

Kuwait 15,500 11,000 385 406 68 82 20 

Oman 43,400 31,150 117 219 120 40 0 

Qatar 12,330 8,500 35 302 44 18 19 

Saudi Arabia 201,500 150,000 1,055 5,427 568 348 33 

UAE 65,000 59,000 411 1,400 308 101 49 

 

Yemen 54,000 49,000 910 880 614 71 8 

 

Djibouti 9,600 8,000 0 31 6 0 0 

Eritrea 171,900 170,000 100 80 155 17 5 

Ethiopia 252,500 250,000 300 220 370 51 26 

Somalia - - - - - - - 

Sudan 117,000 112,500 200 661 1,060 35 10 

Turkey 5159,000 402,000 4,205 2,966 2,953 505 37 

 

 

Source: Adapted by Anthony H. Cordesman, CIA World Factbook and IISS, Military Balance.  
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 Table  1.2 

 
Gulf Military Forces in 2002 - Part One 

 
  Iran          Iraq     Bahrain    Kuwait     Oman    Qatar     Saudi     UAE        Yemen 
                                                                                                                                                             Arabia* 
Total Active 513,000 424,000 11,000 15,500 43,400 12,330 201,500 65,000 54,000 
   Regular 325,000 375,000 11,000 15,500 33,300 12,330 126,500 65,000 54,000 
   National Guard & Other 125,000 0 0 0 6,400 0 75,000 0 0 
   Reserve 350,000 650,000 0 23,700 0 0 20,000 0 40,000 
   Paramilitary 40,000 42,000+ 10,160 5,000 4,400 0 15,500+ 1,100 70,000 
   
Army and Guard 
Manpower 450,000* 375,000 8,500 11,000 31,500 8,500 150,000 59,000 49,000  
Regular Army Manpower 325,000 375,000 8,500 11,000 25,000 8,500 75,000 59,000 49,000 
Reserve 350,000 650,000 0 0 0 0 20,000 0 40,000 
 
Total Main Battle Tanks*** 1,565 2,200 106 385 117 35 1,055 411 910  
Active Main Battle Tanks 1,565 1,900 106 293 117 35 710 330 910 
Active AIFV/Recce, Lt. Tanks 865 1,300 71 355 78 112 1,270+ 780(40)       440 
Total APCs 590 2,400 235 151 189 190 3,440 620 440 
Active APCs 550 1,800 205 111 103 172 2,630 570 240 
ATGM Launchers 75 100+ 15 118 48 124+ 480+ 305 71 
 
Self Propelled Artillery 310 150 62 68 (18) 24 28 200 181 55 
Towed Artillery 2,085 1,900 22 0 96 12 238(58) 80 395 
MRLs 889+ 200 9 27 0 4 60  72(24) 165 
Mortars 5,000 2,000+ 21 78 101 45 400 155 502 
SSM Launchers 51 56 0 0 0 0 10 6 30 
 
Light SAM Launchers ? 1,100 78 0 72 0 650 100 800 
AA Guns 1,700 6,000 27 0 26 0 10 62 530 
 
Air Force Manpower 30,000 30,000 1,500 2,500 4,100 2,100 20,000 4,000 3,500 
Air Defense Manpower 15,000 17,000 0 0 0 0 16,000 0 0 
 
Total Combat Aircraft 283 316 34 82 40 18 348 101 71(40) 
Bombers 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fighter/Attack 163+ 130 12 40 12 18 100 43 40 
Fighter/Interceptor 74+ 180 22 14 0 0 181 22 25 
Recce/FGA Recce 6 5 0 0 12 0 10 8 0 
AEW C4I/BM 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0                  
MR/MPA** 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OCU/COIN/CCT 0 0 0 28 16 0 14 28 0 
Other Combat Trainers 35 157 0 0 0 0 50 0 6 
 
Transport Aircraft**** 68 12 3 4 16 6 61 21 18 
Tanker Aircraft 4 2 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 
 
Total Helicopters 628 375 47 28 30 23 137 105 25 
Armed Helicopters**** 104 100 40 16 0 19 21 49 8 
Other Helicopters**** 524 275 7 12 30 4 116 56 17 
 
Major SAM Launchers 250+ 400 15 84 40 9 106 39 57 
Light SAM Launchers ? 1,100 - 60 28 90 309 134 120 
AA Guns - 6,000 - 60 - - 340 - - 
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Table  1.2 

 
Gulf Military Forces in 2002 - Part Two 

 
  Iran          Iraq          Bahrain     Kuwait     Oman    Qatar     Saudi     UAE        Yemen 
                                                                                                                               Arabia* 
Total Naval Manpower 38,000* 2,000 1,000 2,000 4,200 1,730 15,500 2,000 1,500 
    Regular Navy 15,400 2,000 1,000 2,000 4,200 1,730 12,500 2,000 1,500 
    Naval Guards 20,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
    Marines 2,600 - - - - - 3,000 - - 
Major Surface Combatants 
   Missile 3 0 3 0 0 0 8 4 0 
   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Patrol Craft 
   Missile 10 1 6 10 6 7 9 8 4 
     (Revolutionary Guards) 10 - - - - - - - - 
   Other 42 5 4 0 7 - 17 6 5 
   Revolutionary Guards (Boats) 40 - - - - - - - - 
Submarines 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mine Vessels 7 3 0 0 0 0 7 0 6 
Amphibious Ships 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Landing Craft 9 - 4 2 4 0 8 5 5 
Support Ships 22 2 5 4 4 - 7 2 2 
 
Naval Air 2,000 - - - - - - - - 
Naval Aircraft 
  Fixed Wing Combat 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  MR/MPA 10 0 0 0 (7) 0 0 0 0 
  Armed Helicopters 19 0 0 0 0 0 21 (8) 0 
  SAR Helicopters - 0 0 0 0 0 4 (6) 0 
  Mine Warfare Helicopters 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  Other Helicopters 19 - 2 - - -        6 -  
 
Note: Equipment in storage shown in the higher figure in parenthesis or in range. Air Force totals include all helicopters, 
including army operated weapons, and all heavy surface-to-air missile launchers.  
* Iranian total includes roughly 100,000 Revolutionary Guard actives in land forces and 20,000 in naval forces. 
** Saudi Totals for reserve include National Guard Tribal Levies. The total for land forces includes active National Guard 
equipment. These additions total 450 AIFVs, 730(1,540) APCs, and 70 towed artillery weapons. 
*** Total tanks include tanks in storage or conversion. 
**** Includes navy, army, national guard, and royal flights, but not paramilitary. 
***** Includes in Air Defense Command 
Source: Adapted by Anthony H. Cordesman from interviews, International Institute for Strategic Studies, Military Balance (IISS, 
London); Jane’s Sentinel, Periscope; and Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance in the Middle East (JCSS, Tel 
Aviv) 
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